Waterstudio.NL designs yacht villa that can be raised out of the water
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Dutch architecture studio Waterstudio.NL has created a solar-powered electric yacht-cum-villa
with retractable stilts that allow it to be raised fully out of the water to become an off-grid home.
Named Arkup 75, the craft was designed for yacht company Arkup with a hybrid foundation that
allows it to float when moving, be semi-supported when alongside a dock or fully raised up from the
water.
"The design was inspired by the way flamingos stand in the water," Waterstudio.NL founder Koen
Olthuis told Dezeen. "Only a leg in the water and the body untouchable above the surface."

The yacht villa can be raised entirely out of the water on stilts
When it's not travelling, the 22-metre long vessel can be anchored by four 12-metre steel spuds,
which lower to the bottom at depths of up to 7.6 metres to keep it stable.
"As the Arkup is floating it can handle normal waves, but when the stilts are activated the house
pushes itself out of the water," Olthuis added.
"Now the waves can only hit the stilts, which makes it a hurricane-proof building."

The villa can also sail like a regular yacht
Along with the hybrid foundation, a solar-powered electric system, and a rain-harvesting and
purification system make it capable of operating off-grid.
A solar array covers the entire roof to provide electricity for air conditioning, appliances, lighting,
propulsion and all other operating systems on board.

When raised on stilts it is described as a "hurricane-proof building"
Arkup 75, was designed to resemble a smooth, white frame that presents the ocean view as a
picture, with glass-fibre walls, a retractable terrace and large sliding-glass windows.
It has a total living space of 404 square metres, is self-propelled and can, in theory, stay in open
water indefinitely as long as there is enough solar power to provide energy.

Arkup 75 can be fully lifted out of the water
Olthuis believe the yacht's off-grid system will come in useful in the future, as he thinks sea-level
rise and urban growth will lead coastal cities to develop on the water.

Related story
Floating concrete houses proposed for areas at risk from
rising sea levels

"Not just yachts but especially floating structures will take advantage of the space on water around
our cities. These buildings are portable and can react to known and unknown changes in the
demands of near future society," he said.
"Covid is such an unknown change that has suddenly raised the popularity of off-grid, off-shore
independent living."

The yacht-cum-villa can operate as an off-grid home
The architect added that Arkup is aiming to use the craft to demonstrate features that can also be
applied to larger, high-density floating housing that could be built in the future.
According to Olthuis this is something that Waterstudio.NL has been advocating for almost two
decades.

"The water is being paved for water-based, high-density developments in cities threatened by sealevel rise and urbanisation," he said.
"Each project is a small step towards those floating neighbourhoods."
Other floating architecture includes British studio Grimshaw and Dutch manufacturers Concrete
Valley's proposal for floating concrete houses, while architect Juan Miró imagined a "floating city
of the dead" in response to coronavirus.
Read more: Architecture Floating architecture Off-grid homes Yachts
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Chris Brown • 7 days ago • edited

Much as I love the idea of living on water this has got to be the
worst design for it that I have ever seen. There are lot more
cooler representations out there at affordable prices. I am so
tired of designers (if they can call themselves that) pandering to
the rich with the most god-awful designs imaginable!
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HeywoodFloyd • 12 days ago

The person who designed this has not spent enough time on
boats.
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I can't...
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Putting all of your reasons why this concept has merit, answer
these practical questions:
1. How are groceries delivered and garbage removed?
2. How is drinking water processed?
3. How is the inevitable rocking fully eliminated to avoid sea
sickness?
4. How are the sheer numbers of similar yachts accommodated
in urban centres with limited docks?
5. How is this kept affordable for low to middle class dwellers?
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Obviously a landlubber.
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1- By a high-priced boat-based service, or by the residents
using their smaller tender/dinghy boat.
2- You don't drink only Evian, you peasant? Actually,
most yachts have a large drinking water tank they can
refill at dock every occasionally. You'd also need that to
make this liveable "off-grid."
3- That's what the stilts are for. Also, there's a lot of glass,
and being able to see the horizon and buildings helps
with seasickness, for most people.
4- Only in Manhattan and a handful of other cities are
there enough people wealthy enough to make this a
problem. They'll just make dock space expensive enough

